
 

Date: 26 Jan 2018 

Time: 12.30pm 

Venue: SMU SIS 4048 

    

Attendees: Gerald Tan 

Bertran Queck 

Yeo Yi Xiang 

Jamie Chew 

Hwee Xian  

Notes: Mid term: 

1. More in-depth for speech to text optimization, how it was improved and 

quantitative measures.  

 

2. Live chat takeover, lack of jms service. Need to build it up. Use telegram 

as example, ticketing system/ live chat platform not builded from any 

framework. Talk about why cannot use existing framework and must 

build on our own. Include more details and limitation.  

 

3. Implementation of gamification. How did you determine best learning 

experience? By some algo or? What measures you use to determine it 

helps in the learning outcome? Need some quantitative result to show.  

 

4. tBank Api. What the api has the calling of individual component but it 

lacks mapping between this individual components. There is a time 

limitation of the API.Ai. That’s why need to have configuration manager. 

 

5. Alpha API. google api is in alpha stage. As we are trying to improve the 

streaming process, aiming to achieve bidirectional process. Apparently 

this service is in development face, need to ask on their github. Maybe 

can combine with google speech mentioned earlier. Need to be more 

specific on how it is different from the google speech mentioned earlier. 

 

6. Can rank by complexity when presenting and need more information 

rather than summarized 

 



7. Is it part of our scope to measure learning before and after? What we 

want to do is to measure how the app has helped in learning using the 

pre and post quiz. 

 

8. Proof of deployment, explain why we want them to work in pair. And 

tabulate the score in pair. 

 

9. During demo, supervisor finds that the agg expense view chart is not 

intuitive when you press the legend is to hide part of the chart. 

 

10. “Close the quiz” for pretest, what is the purpose? 

 

11. Is there a way to tell the students if they are in pretest and post test?  

 

12. How to transit to post test? How to let students know what question 

they have done and they move from pre to post test? Can add a text 

message. 

 

13. What will happen if two person log in it the same account? 

 

14. Admin live chat, logout, scoreboard, transit to round 2 need to fix. 

 
 
The meeting was adjourned at 1.30pm. These minutes will be circulated and adopted if there are no 

amendments reported in the next three days. 

  

Prepared by, 

Jamie 


